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Important stuff! You must not only 
 know these laws but understand  
how to use them (esp. 3rd law which  
will be discussed below). 





Eq. Of ellipse is very important, 
and  how the apocenter and  
pericenter distances follow from it. 
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Remember that many equations 
involving P or v can be rewritten  
using the angular frequency =  
angular speed = Omega    
 
 



Well, we call the l.h.s. centrifugal  
not centripetal force. In fact centripetal 
should have a minus sign…. It’s all  
a matter of a frame of reference. 
We like the frames comoving with the  
planet, they prefer the inertial frame I  
guess. 







! 
This is a general law, 
here used to derive escape 
velocity 









Comment: the greek mu we use 
in the lectures on orbits 
 most often denotes 
a slightly *different* quantity, 
(our mu)=m2/(m1+m2) =  
(their mu)/m1 
While the reduced mass is a  
dimensional quantity, our mass 
parameter mu is a nondimensional  
mass of component 2 (by convention,  
a lighter component). 
 
Notice that in stellar astrophysics 
mu also denotes mean  
molecular weight (nondimensional). 







Here, you see the difference in our 
and OC’s approach: we call the  
specific angular momentum and energy  
L and E, respectively. They’d call these 
quantities L/mu  and E/mu 



Again, we write L=r v_theta 
because our L is angular momentum 
per unit mass (their L/reduced mass). 
Since reduced mass in planetary  
problems is very close to the planet 
mass, we can think of our L as 
angular momentum per unit mass of 
a planet: m1=mass of the sun 
m2=mass of a planet 
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Our E is energy per unit reduced  
mass (their E/reduced mass). 
Since reduced mass in planetary  
problems is very close to the planet 
mass, we can think of our E as 
total mechanical energy per unit  
mass of a planet. 



! Pay attention,  
the mass in this law 
is the sum of masses 
 



You don’t need to know the 
derivation of the virial theorem. 
You need to understand and  
remember what is what in it,  
or rather in many of it’s forms.  
 
Confused or not being able to  
recall factors of (-1/2) 
or (-1)? Here is an advice: 
 
A good mnemonic (and not only  
mnemonic) is to know that the  
circular Keplerian orbit obeys 
the virial equation:  
E = (-1/2)GM/a, 
E_kin=(1/2)v_K^2=(1/2)GM/a 
E_pot=(-1)GM/a 
E=E_kin + E_pot 
In case of stars, E_kin would mean  
the kinetic energy of all its atoms,  
I.e. the total thermal energy, rather 
than the kinetic energy of the  
ordered motion of the planet.  







…see? Just like the 
relationship between  
the kinetc, potential, 
and total energy of  
a Keplerian planet 












